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Editor’s Note
Fellow readers,
At its core, a literary journal creates community. There are numerous
journals out there to be explored, all with varied genre selections, and artistic
flares. They are all contributing to the support of idea sharing, art appreciation,
and community involvement. Journals are special, and especially worth
exploring because they are built upon submissions. Journals ask that the
community members present their work, and allow the editors and publishers
to care for those pieces, presenting them to readers.
This is our community’s journal. The Nemadji Review, although a
collegiate journal, is named after a local river—the Nemadji River. This
connection, one of not too specific location, yet unmistakable, illustrates what
our literary journal is. A flowing, and ever-changing stream of published work. A
beautiful picture of who lives near this river of water and literature, and how it
affects them.
This year’s publication is intended to inspire joy. Throughout the past
year of isolation, social distancing, loss, and uncertainty, writers and artists have
created incredible works that we can now share with you. The artwork will bring
smiles, and feelings of calm, as well as inspiration. The written work is not all
explicitly joyful, but in each piece the theme of newness, change, and possibility
can be found.
Working as a group to manage and produce a literary journal is an
achievement to be proud of. The Nemadji Review has been a fantastically
engaging encounter with the literary world. This team has proven to be a
wonderful group of thoughtful and dedicated individuals I am greatly honored
to have worked with. We have felt privileged to review all submissions, and we
are elated to share what we have created in the following pages.
Thank you to everyone who has contributed to this experience—
readers, writers, editors, and special thanks to our faculty advisor, Julie Gard,
whose mindful guidance and logistical knowhow has had lasting impact.

Cover art by Joscelyn Sager, Led
Back cover art by Teri Thatcher, Soap Whale

Be well,
Alexandra Quick, Editor-in-Chief

Rian Miesen
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POETRY

Evan Resler
Looking for God
I tried to find answers within myself,
yet dust swirled around us like an ancient tomb.
Swinging spiders creeping down my spine,
weaving lies about deities and finding peace.
Persephone’s garden used to sit at the core,
a light breeze whistled through my rib cage;
the sun boiled through my chest.
Yet pomegranates dropped to the dusty earth,
crawling with infected thoughts,
exploding like an unattended gas leak.
Pieces of steel still burrow deep in my flesh.
Trees wilted like flowers, the sky turned into ash.
Gardens no longer have the will to grow
and trying to breathe has become like prying
marred fingers from our necks.
What is the purpose of an empty vessel
that no longer holds warmth?
Glossy eyes stare at the sky,
like the world is on fire
when really it’s only the sun.

Artwork by Evan Resler, Persephone’s Garden
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Lucas Alan Dietsche

Esther Marcella Hoffman

Oumuamua, goes flying toward

Love Note to Gaia

i find zenpeace to look up
past from our
biased knowledge of
earth-centric arts,
to Oumuamua:
the long lost submarine,
the thin wafer
in sugar spray exhaust
propelled by dusty cigar ash.

I am out of doors . . .
my only entrance the space in my chest,
the catch of breath, entranced,
as my name returns to silence.
I was born for you.
Lifetimes, I’ve laid feet on your grounds,
hollowed my throat with your howls and chirps,
hallowed my eyes with the sights of your whales and lizards,
only to ignore your flow in my veins and arteries,
my supple forearms, my jagged leaves.
I am resigned for you,
willing to settle into uncertainty
while you rest, refresh, sky and sea,
desert and forest.
It comes to this, my only love.
I return to you as long as you
will to exist. As long as you know
I will forget our connection,
only to remember within the abated wind on an orange horizon,
only to forget again, until I eternally, internally, rediscover, that I am
only a question in the only answer,
a cosmic orgasm
in skin making time
with a planet that beckoned.

Oumuamua moving,
going or coming home
closing the gap
between two darknesses
checking on pyramidic
machines,
as a scouting mission
splicing through snow
on a surfing solar board
piloted by unknown gendered teams.
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Esther Marcella Hoffman

Kourtney Lynd

For Those Who Say That I Missed Peak Leaf Season

The Wooden Bench

They tell me the leaves
have passed peak, for beauty
sneaks away from squeaks
of judgment.
The jealousy of a moment can’t catch in my throat.
My rivets in wrists,
my stance in forest,
I am a joyful sound.
In generous stillness, weightless breezes, a cinnamon-brown flutter by allows
me to spy her wing expanse at rest,
stretched on yellow leaf with lime line,
before I return to walking
this path of gray dust,
pebble droplets, with a poem.
My shadow swims in shadow
of evergreen webs.
After cut breath incline, among
auburn among white whisks
of topless birch,
I set my toes loose on this stone
peak, above a peek of lake,
holding all that blue has.
I bless my past selves,
and my ages to come.
It is known,
any pleasure is my own.

It holds all secrets, all memories.
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The dewy moss that accumulates in its waking of daily counseling.
All those laughs, all those tears.
Nothing outlives the sturdiness of the wooden structure.
Each year more frail and gleaming than the last.
It repeats the cycle until there is no more.
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Kourtney Lynd

Marie Zhuikov

Oasis

Ojibwe Horses

There we lie amongst the dunes and fine silken sand.
Lost in a moment of colorful fantasies and a heavenly breath.

He circles proud
inside the corral,
defiant
dark coat shining
as the whip flicks the air behind.

We have come to embrace the winds of Santa Rosa.
The sun still lays kisses on our tender flesh.
There we sit, where an oasis lies between the mountains and the mesas.
Must we venture on? I cannot leave this perfect influence we sought among 		
the sands,
where the glistening oasis welcomed us in.

Stud colt
Naabesim
too much energy,
too greedy for the visitors’ carrots,
shouldering his cousin out of the way.
A forest ghost, he glides
future of his breed.
They used to be everywhere:
Lac LaCroix, Seine River,
Red Lake, Walpole Island,
Namakan Lake, Rainy River.
Stud colt
Naabesim
orbits the woman with the whip.
Gentle, she doesn’t touch him,
just keeps him lunging with a suggestion
until he rounds toward her,
abides every wish.
Soon, she turns away.
He stops.
What do you want of me now?
What do you want of me now?
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He comes to her,
a unicorn,
head on her shoulder,
instead of her lap
walks as she steps forward,
future murky
past heavy with extinction.
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Joscelyn Sager

In 1977, men spirited
four mares across dark
Lac LaCroix border ice,
fleeing missionaries
and the government
who wanted the horses dead.

Down Hill
When did I discover the danger of ticks?
I lived in the long grass when I was a child
rolling down hills with giggles and bumps
reveling in the swish. Making whistles
and daisy chains, on our backs judging the clouds
with not a thought of such things as this bug.
Was immunity lost with the innocence of youth?
Oh my, what a world.

A Minnesota farmer offers
a warm barn, soft hay.
In spring
a Spanish mustang stallion
gives them foals,
keeps the breed alive.
How long have you been here,
spirit horses
with your shaggy winter coats for warmth,
extra nose flaps,
feral stripes
hard hooves to walk Canadian Shield rocks and roots,
browsing bark, moss, pussy willows,
bedding down like deer.
Some say you survived the Ice Age
along with the caribou, bison, fox.
Others say all horses died or trekked
across the Bering Strait.
What matters is that you are here now.
Your numbers growing from 4 to 175,
still not enough
Naabesim
gentle, friendly
walks with the woman.
She lifts her hands
holding an imaginary lead.
He follows,
automatic,
commanded by ropes of air and trust.
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Liam Strong

Liam Strong

shopping for Hanukkah at Goodwill

growing out my nails

you only buy your shoes from thrift stores. i have many problems with this, but
there’s only room for so much argument. the shoes are already broken in, like
horses stolen from the wild. the red pair of Skechers in the stand above the
men’s t-shirts—just by looking at them you know the ghost who once travelled
in those laces, those soles. lined with blistered memory foam, you say you’re
the same size as this ghost. look, i get it. we can’t waste money right now, Andy.
that’s why Christmas is out the window. ghosts are gross, too. we’re not the
only ones going to Planned Parenthood and LGBTQ+ support groups for all the
free condoms & lube because we’re broke. the ones without latex are the best,
because of your allergy. we can’t fit into everything we sink our feet into. those
hiking boots could have lice in them! from the previous ghosts toe hairs! i want
to understand you as much as every lingering spirit you adopt does. you’re
literally walking in their shoes. they probably go to the same KFC we do. should
i be using the past tense? they’re probably still out there, not five miles across
town, even. it’s a small world to not think in the present, Andy, that we have
to believe every donation is a hand-me-down from the afterlife. we must be
misplaced in the in-between, where the ceramic cookie jar i got you a gift was
still full of usable flour. i was worried it was cocaine, but you stabbed a pinky
into the unknown as if you’d pull out a genie. your lips said it was real, that my
beliefs were all for naught. i just wanted you to love the jar because it was the
eighth night, and it had your name on it. but the flour had you in its mouth, and
said it still belonged to someone else if they had forgotten all their flour. they
had forgotten this was a ghost still worth living.

used to be
so difficult.
the serrated teeth
of a carpenter shark.
filament for
gnashing
or an anxiety.
lunch when my
mother wouldn’t cook.
bloodbuds from a flower
that doesn’t
grow much.
they call it a
hangnail because
i cling to the winter
like snowdrift to a road.
my nails selfsufficient,
they come back
faster & with more curl.
i should be filing them. clear
polish in the evenings, less noticeable.
i shouldn’t bite back
the woman
in me. all
this keratin makes
hunger look like a sport.
& i hate sports. my father
would say i have
claws like a cat
now. he hates
cats. it’s as if i’d cut
off my own hand or thrown
away my father’s toolbox.
no matter how much
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Rian Miesen

grapevine,
tendrils start again.
since i can’t stop the woman
in me from being me, i’ll keep
all my teeth. i’ll find
another use for them.

Frog Racing
The mess of mushy graham cracker laid mashed in a pile on my seat.
Rushing, Jack and I left the lunch table to go to the fairies in the backyard.
His ghost laid down under my eyelids and I watched us leap into the abyss.
Frog fairies for racing, cradled in my heated, cupped hands. His stay almost
frozen between his icy, drugged fingers.
She counted to three, continuously bragging of continuing.
I wished that were me. I truly wished that were him.
The frogs left our hands flying, leaping off the sides of the rainbow,
a race we had hoped to finish, but they did not have cooperation in mind.
So, we leaped down with them.
But he went too far, and the grass between my toes
as I ran around the yard
laughing,
became clouds under his frigid feet in the middle of June.
What to turn this all into, the commonalities I suppose.
Both the frogs and my best friend, and my way to cope.
Frogs go “croak.”
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Zane Zimbelman
Lost Dog
-for p.s.
a dog has a heart
a fire cannot
burn, water cannot drown,
winds cannot bend, sun
cannot scorch, and each winking
eye tells the truth
for to you
I.

Photograph by Lucas Lane, Has Risen, Jay Cooke State Park
Amanda Lawless
Importance of Art
My entire life I’ve been drawing and painting. When I started to take more
serious art classes in high school, I also fell in love with art history. I loved going
to museums and staring at those flawless masterpieces hanging on the walls.
One of the most important understandings of my life was learning that those
paintings aren’t just that final, perfect layer. Rather, they are layers and layers
of too bold brushstrokes and over-saturated colors, all combined to craft that
nuanced final painting.
In this way, art is much like life. We do not achieve a perfected version of
ourselves overnight; it takes layers of living. Of failure, sorrow, and triumph, to
build our character. This understanding is the importance of art.
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every shadow
and sound, the bells
of a close church and rustle
of leaves
scatting against a clouded
windowpane
is the noise of a dog
gone
each time a cheek turns
or hand reaches awakening
for a soft, warm spot on a couch, bed, the limb
of severed love
is the feel of a dog gone cold
every click, tick, flop, and
sigh
is the movement of a dog
readjusting to a fur-worn
and nuzzled blanket now
empty
even a coin
shine off a countertop
is a dog’s blinking eye
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Zane Zimbelman
II.

Workhouse

a dog is never truly lost
but when you lose a dog
pain steps in, incapable
of staunch or heal

puff of perfect
gears fitted
and sounds of knives and teeth
fill the warehouse

every lost hair, each
mark of a paw in the yard
in the mud on the floor stays stitched
on the inside of your heart

a machine never sleeps
he said
it just waits. that is true
control, not the person who runs it

III.

cry of pulleys and chug
of engines
forcing one good into another

for to you a dog
has more than soul
their mercy eclipses all
pain, frustration,
and that empathy you are allowed to keep
when they leave
a dog will make
choices difficult and see
in your tear-welled eyes
a stain
less steel table, syringe, the last sip
of air
don’t cry,
your lost dog
thinks

that machine will take your limbs
he said
if you let it
he said “if,”
as though he had felt that
sting,
the tear of bone from socket
yet there, black oil
stained finger
nails
he held all appendages in confidence
stamp of metal forcing metal
into shapes for other metal
we make
he said
everything for every
body
and even if they don’t know
our souls are lit by lightning
of each good made

but you do
for to them
and for to you.
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Jennica Dotson

every hour is sixty blue collar
minutes with sixty
working seconds in each
minute, an endless
chorus of pistons and human
hands in motion a thousand
times over

Metamorphosis
The first time I saw myself
I was eighteen years old.
Bushels of brown hair
covered the floor and I
felt light, almost weightless.
A balloon untethered,
set flying through the clouds.
My white hand freed itself
from the scratchy black
apron, reached out and
grabbed my glasses from the
hairdresser’s counter.
They weren’t thin wire frames,
like the pair I’d worn before,
small and cramped, but
dark brown boxes that
didn’t block my blue eyes.
I picked them up, put them on.
Leaned close to the light
reflected in the mirror.
Behind me, a grin, pink hair
from a bottle. Maybe that could
also be me, someday. Today,
colors of the earth and sky.
Black, brown, white, blue.
Ten pounds lighter. Bright,
brighter than the sun.
A girl I didn’t know yet
but recognized just the same.
I breathed deep and smiled.
From behind glass curtains
fell a silent sun shower.

you’ll find yourself deep in a mirror
he said
one day rediscovering
the boy who
became a working man,
the feel of a mortgage behind
each paycheck
like a swelling ship
here

he said mildly, his voice
like a pepper grinder
is your place
stand
here until it is over
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Nicole Koski
Our Artist Mother
Nature holds the secret to happiness,
She retains endless amounts of beauty,
Her art will continue to be timeless.
But she has warned us, it is her duty.
We have taken too much for selfish needs.
More plastic floats than fish in the ocean,
Humans continue to do horrid deeds.
A change in outlook must be in motion.
Start by showering your neighbor with love,
Together, we must begin to plant trees,
Earth is not political, rise above!
There is no question, we must save the bees!
If we remember to listen to her,
Once more her paintbrush will begin to stir.

Artwork by Joscelyn Sager, If Only
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Autumn Newling

Jan Chronister

Winter’s Wrath

Karma

Frozen ground from the relapse of Fall,
with snow burying the heart of Spring.
The grass becomes starved once again,
as does the world for the vanishing sun.

After checking myself out at Walmart
I notice the small box of face cream
in the corner of my cart.

Heavy lays in the chest like stone,
cold and unforgiving of all Fall sins.
Numb from the chill lays shivering Spring,
yearning for the promising of Summer.
With barren trees comes harsh wind,
and the silence of those craving warmth.
Winter beats down until there’s nothing left,
to right those, she feels who wronged her.

I could have bagged it when I got to my car,
made away with something for nothing,
thought about the theft every night when
smoothing my face.
I go back through the checkout, pay $9.99
plus tax, drive home through green lights,
sleep with a clean conscience,
never write the other poem.

Then Summer marches like a soldier,
wanting to defeat Winter’s heart.
Still, she defeats Summer with her cold,
but her victory is clouded by ego.
For all the beauty Winter brings,
her heart is heavy of sin and woe.
Three decieved by her alluring heart,
destroyed by the bitterness she stored.
The world turned to Winter’s decay,
and the seasons hunkered down.
Winter laughed her wicked truth,
unleashing destruction on the world.
Until the rebirth of Spring,
when the world thaws Winter’s war.
Then they will stand against her,
and bring back the peace we crave.
Winter will retreat to her home for the year,
promises of war left in her trail.
But those left at her mercy rejoice,
for they can live in the warmth again.
23
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Jan Chronister

Amy Jo Swing

Walking to My 9:00 Class

Risking Adventure

I feel like a frigate,
skirt billowing out
in air straight from Ontario.

On a kind of a whim, we got out
of town yesterday, only the third time
I’ve left the city limits since the whole
thing began: COVID life. Where we
went and why doesn’t really matter—
what matters: watching the green fuzz
on the poplar trees, oohing over the
Sandhill Crane resting in a roadside
field and then at its mate flying away.
There was laughing too and singing
along to Annie Lennox and oldies
radio. When we got where we were
going, a brief stop, there was a loon’s nest,
the mama loon guarding her egg, then
patrolling, half submerged, in the weedy water.
We knew the dangers of ticks and too much
beauty—the common risks of adventures.
On the way home, a big, adolescent
black bear crossed the road in front of us—
running fast into the almost sinking sun.

Giant Georgia O’Keefe petals
swirling in frigid wind,
bright lily blooms
brushing across white canvas.
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Carol Smith

Erika White

The Little Red String

Love Bites

I remember when I believed in love.
I remember when I looked at you,
and thought I’d be happy forever.
I remember being next to you and treating
your every imperfection and insecurity as a blessing.
It didn’t take long for you to become my world.
Except,
there’s one thing they didn’t tell me about love.
They lied about those wretched blessings that I had once praised.
Those secured imperfections and perfect insecurities
that would eventually cloud our perception.
They would end our time before it could even begin,
leaving both of us broken and unhappy with one another.
So,
now I no longer believe in love.
I no longer believe that one person completes another.
To me, that seems foolish.
I’d much rather choose to believe
in me.

The first time I tasted its nectar,
I knew I wanted more.
It was not its saccharinity that drew me,
it was knowing
that it was not mine to have.
		
Its sap played upon my lips,
		
like flightless fading fireflies
		...tapping feverishly
		
against my cold, smooth surface,
		
never escaping, just
		
frantically…flapping.
			
Each bite drives me to taste again,
			
savoring its syrupy sweetness
			
before biting yet again…
			and again.
			
Each taste twists my body
			in tantalizing pleasure.
I try to restrain my lust,
what if someone were to see me sipping,
no devouring, such a sweet thing?
Surely—I would be flanked—
or strung.
I do not look at his face,
I am a monster,
no longer a maiden—
or even human,
save my seductive form.
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I do wish to feel warmth, and love....
the kind that embers of oak give from its fire,
the kind a mother gives her newborn child.
Craving grips my torso with such force
it transforms me—
and, insentiently
I gaze into his eyes.
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His eyes…they mirror terror,
or is it a transparent reflection…
of me? His blood trickles from my lips
onto his pale pink skin.
I hold my gaze,
I am searching,
—deeply...

Between the intoxication of his blood
and the burning desire to feel
I am turned cold by his emotions.
Yet, for a moment,
for the first time
in a season of centuries,
a warmth creeps into my soulless being.
I am mesmerized by this climactic feeling—
		
his screaming...it is piercing,
		
—an interruption,
		
an aggravation.
		
I narrow my eyes upon the noise
		
delicately, debating—
			
…deciding
			
…deliberating...
			deliciously, determined,
		
to finish my final bite.
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Non-Fiction

Hailey Smith
Portsmouth Mine Lake
The leaves crunch under my Converse as I walk down the path. My mom
and grandma are a couple paces ahead of me taking pictures of the fall leaves
with their phones. Crosby, Minnesota really comes to life in the fall, especially on
the Cuyuna bike trails. The leaves become vivid with colors like burnt orange and
canary yellow, bikers speed by laughing and talking as their voices echo against
the tunnel leading them under the highway, and the Portsmouth Mine Lake on
the left provides a cool breeze and even better view. I’ve been here once or twice
before, but today I remember one day last summer that I shared with my
cousin Bobbijean.
The kayaks scrape against the tailgate, making me cringe. The hot
summer sun beats down on Bobbijean and me as we awkwardly move our way
to the water’s edge, each clinging to one side of her rough sky-blue plastic kayak.
Once her kayak is in the water, we go back for mine. The boat launch is fairly
empty this early in the day, with only a family and their dog hanging out on the
dock and feeding bread to the fish below. I take a deep breath of the lake air
as I take in the wildness of the vegetation around me. Once we get both kayaks
into the water, we sling our life jackets on and set sail onto the surprisingly clear
water of the Portsmouth Mine Lake. I tighten the straps of my life jacket,
thinking about the 450 feet depths that this lake contains, according to the
Wikipedia page I looked up before coming here. The lake isn’t very large
compared to other lakes I’ve been on, only 121 acres, but it contains so much
more. We wore our swimsuits under our clothes hoping for a swim once we
worked up a sweat, but now the idea of swimming here seems more
intimidating than refreshing.
“Come on! You’re going to love it!” Bobbijean shouts from beyond
the dock.
“We’ll see!” I call back through nervous laughter.
Out on the water, my fears are replaced by something new, wonder.
As we paddle out further and eventually lose sight of the bottom, I see why my
cousin was so eager to take me here. There are full grown trees underneath
us completely submerged in the water. The branches twist up towards us like
gnarled hands reaching for air. The bark and leaves are completely stripped
away, making the branches appear as white as bone. If I look at them for too
long it makes me feel dizzy, and every time a new one pops up underneath us
my stomach drops as if I’m on a rollercoaster.
“I told you you’d love it here.” Bobbi grins.
All I can do is nod my head in awe of everything around me. My neck

Artwork by Grey Fields
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starts to ache after a while from constantly looking down at the water and the
trees hidden there. Close to the shore, I can see squirrels shaking the branches
high up in the sky. Their angry clucking noises and shaking tails make me smile.
We come across a tree that was able to break through the surface of the
water a couple of inches. We touch it as we glide by and feel the smooth wood
dried up by the sun. The rest of the tree below us sways slightly with the
unexpected touch. I can’t help but imagine how this mine looked before it was
filled with water. These trees were probably thriving then as the miners worked
deep in the earth mining for iron, surrounded by their roots, and maybe even
sat in their shade during breaks. The idea of people working 450 feet below
where we are now is so hard to imagine in this moment.
When I was looking up the Portsmouth Lake, I came across a MinnPost
article written by John Fitzgerald about another lake nearby that used to be the
Milford Mine. Back in 1924 when the Milford Mine was still active, it was
flooded by Foley Lake, causing the deaths of 41 of the miners. Only seven
miners survived because they were able to reach the surface in time to avoid the
pull of the rising water. The mine was filled almost to the surface within
minutes. I get goosebumps on my skin just thinking about the horrors they must
have endured. Even though nothing like that ever happened in this mine, it still
feels ominous because of the possibility alone.
We decide to circle the whole lake before we pack up and head back
home. I can already feel my skin growing red from the sun, even through the
layer of sunblock I applied before we left. The extra half hour on the water will
be well worth the inevitable sunburn. We are the only ones on the lake today,
and the seclusion makes it feel like our own special hideaway. I slide my flip
flops off and stick my feet off the kayak’s edge and into the cool water. My pale
toes stand out against the dark depths below, with no drowned trees in sight
this far from the edge of the lake. Leaving my toes so exposed to what’s below
gives me the childish feeling of a monster hiding under my bed, waiting for me
to look away before it pounces. Soon the calming sound of lapping water and
birds singing is slowly drowned out by the sound of a construction crew working
on the far side of the lake.
“They’re building a bike path here. It should be done before the end of
summer,” my cousin explains.
“Those bikers won’t even know the wonders they are passing by,” I say.
“It’s a shame.”
She nods and we move away from the constant beeping and the damp
smell of exposed dirt, towards the boat launch and our car.
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From that bike path today, the lake looks ordinary and resembles any
other lake we passed by on the drive up. The bikers that speed past me and my
family are unaware of the hidden history that lurks in the depths of the water
they barely glance at as they pedal by. The plaques posted around the lookout
points don’t do the lake justice, and most trail goers don’t stop to read them
anyway. It is a shame, and I can only hope that one day they take the time to
slow down and take a closer look at what’s around them. I know I’m glad I did.
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Francis Hadley
Digital Naivety Breeds Contempt: Exploring the Role of Social Media in Society

Photograph by Lucas Lane, Aloneness, Fall Tree, Esko, MN
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Social media played a starring role in 2012, credited with the rise of
liberal democratic protests throughout the Middle East’s “Arab Spring.” It also
carries the burden of massive disinformation campaigns, spying, and the
destruction of public discourse in American elections on its shoulders. Overall,
social media’s role remains murky at best, both positive and negatively in our
society and globalized world. In short, the role of social media in society is
uncertain. As Martin Heidegger says: that “the essence of a thing is considered
to be what the thing is” but what is social media? (Heidegger 1)
Social media is nothing more than a digital platform on which we can
share a wide variety of information. From what we ate for breakfast to
debunking the latest international scandal, the term “social media’’ is a wide,
sweeping net that catches quite a bit of garbage within it. So why, then, does it
feel like social media is a termite gnawing away at the bedrock of civilization?
Some may say it is a technological evolution of the social nature humans already
enjoy. As we have seen during the trying times surrounding COVID, humans
denied the ability to socialize will begin to disregard not only their health but
the health of others. But as Andrew Feenberg says “perhaps technologies, like
banknotes, have a special way of containing value in themselves” (6). What value
does social media hold? Is this value good or evil?
It is obvious that the internet is becoming more and more vital to the
world around us. A study done about teens and media showed that “ninety-five
percent of adolescents in 2018 had access to a smartphone, up from 23% in
2011” (Twenge 1). Sharing information is now almost entirely through use of the
internet. In fact, there was a village in Myanmar that made the news recently via
human rights advocates. A year ago, the government banned use of the internet
there, and citizens had no idea of the pandemic sweeping the globe. Any and all
information on the internet remains there forever. Even after being deleted, that
information remains. Given this, it is possible for a person who has passed from
the physical world to continue in the digital. This means that not even death can
free you from
your history.
People, specifically young people, are using screens more and more.
Teens and young adults are increasing their use of digital media, including “texting, social media, electronic gaming, and general smartphone and computer
use.” It is easy for older generations to cry that too much social media is rotting
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your brain or making you unhappy, but is that the fault of social media itself, or
merely the content kids are receiving? “Nearly half of adolescents said they used
the Internet ‘almost constantly,’ up from 24% in 2014” (Twenge 1). Such high
levels of digital media use have led to concerns about whether time spent on it
is related to lower psychological well-being, but the data is more nuanced than
first thought. Some studies find that increased use of digital and screen media
leads to lower well-being and mental health, though other studies find no effect
or only small effects (Orben).
Set against the rapid pace of technological innovation, this simple
question has grown into a pressing concern for scientists, caregivers, and
policymakers. This poses a problem with allowing our children using too much
digital media too quickly, “given that the gender difference in depression peaks
at adolescence, with three times as many adolescent girls diagnosed with
depression as boys” (Orben).
Social media, defined by Merriam Webster, is “any form of
communication through which users create online communities to share
information, ideas and other content.” But when one hears the words “social
media,” the logos or layouts for powerhouse sites such as Facebook, Twitter,
and Tumblr come to mind. It seems that what was once a way to connect people
has become something more powerful than anyone could have imagined. There
is an endless stream of new sites and ways to connect with people. Are any of
these bundles of code evil? Some philosophers would argue that they were.
Others would say that technology has a mind of its own and humanity is along
for the ride at this point.
This deterministic view of technology is one that is frightening at first.
However, upon reflection, this is an idea that has been commonly held since the
days of Marx. Simply put, the driving force of history is technological
advancement (Feenberg 6). This view finds technology is autonomous from
humanity, driving itself forward through us, while at the same time remaining
morally neutral. Technology is neither good or evil; it exists. It advances forward,
and it isn’t until humanity puts something into technology that it gets pulled
towards a moral pole.
Hardly a day goes by when Twitter hasn’t been at the center of the news.
How many world events have been given minute by minute updates of riots,
demonstrations and press conferences? The ability to reach millions of people
with the press of a button is powerful stuff. It is one of the ways humanity was
able to fight off one of the most insidious diseases seen in the 21st century.
Information was able to be spread quickly and safely to ensure that everyone
knew what was going on and how to keep themselves from getting sick.
With the world shrinking around us by the day and the tangles of
ether-nettles digging deeper and deeper, one would assume that more choose.
information means more debate and awareness. In fact, almost the opposite is

true. People are free to curate information into any size, shape or creed they so
choose. Feenberg talks about “Traditional” societies, those that existed before
the technological revolutions of the 19th-20th century. He says that traditional
societies “forbid certain kinds of questions which would destabilize their belief
systems” (1). In the wake of the Cambridge Analytica scandal revealing such a
wide divide in social media users, it is clear how easy it is to build an echo
chamber of beliefs. This begs the question: are we returning to a culture that
Feenberg would call “traditional?” And more important, is a return to the
traditional evil? As someone who believes in the ever-advancing wheel of
technology, this writer believes that regression should be avoided at all costs.
It is clear that the invention of social and digital media was another step
forward for technology and society. The question remains, however, as to
whether or not technology is a neutral player in its own advancement, or if it has
moral value as a force for good or evil. This topic has been debated by
modern philosophers since the turn of the century, if not longer. Fears of a
society controlled by technology appear frequently in pop culture, but these
fears may already be upon us. While we may not be entangled in webbing made
of
electric power lines as first thought, many people have foreseen the problems
technology plagues us with now. These fears are summed up by Marshall
McLuhan in “The Medium is the Massage”:
The medium, or process, of our time—electric technology—is reshaping
and restructuring patterns of social interdependence and every aspect
of our personal life. It is forcing us to reconsider and reevaluate
practcally every thought, every action, and every institution formerly 		
taken for granted. Everything is changing—you, your family, your
neighborhood, your education, your job, your government, your relation
to “the others.” And they’re changing dramatically. (9)
The idea of “others” being minority groups that, as the author puts it, are no
longer “contained” or ignored is telling as it echoes a lot of fear from certain
groups of “agendas” taking over the media. This new world compels
commitment and engagement. Problems we could once ignore and pretend
about now become everyone’s problem. This is clear logging onto to Facebook
in the last few weeks. Black Lives Matter has never been hotter trend, but is any
progress being made? Who cares as long as people know I’m not racist?
“Societies have always been shaped more by the nature of the media by
which men communicate than by the content of the communication” (McLuhan
9). This can be seen today as many take to Twitter for minute by minute updates
on unfolding stories. No longer is there a rigid news cycle, but instead we exist
within a never-ending feed of news and thoughts populated by others. Under
this new regime, the uneducated become experts and the professionals become
elaborate facades created by big governments. According to McLuhan, “It is
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impossible to understand social and cultural changes without a knowledge of
the workings of media” (9). Social media has led to grass roots movements
causing real physical harm as we see in the anti-vax movement. In the
pre-socialmedia world, such ideas would exists, but they would not be as wide
reaching, and the harm would be kept at a minimum. Twenge poses that “the
relations linking social media use and life satisfaction are, therefore, more
nuanced than previously assumed” (10).
This question seemed easy to answer at first, as there is data that shows
more screen time generally tends to lead to a lower quality of life and wellbeing.
But as social and digital media grow in size and impact, it seems the question is
more akin to asking whether or not looking at art leads to worse mental health.
The medium itself is not harmful, but how it is used can be.
The world landscape never stills under the careful cuts new
technologies excised by new technologies. This is true now more than ever, as in
the last 20 years, we have seen technologies once thought impossible. Star
Trek-esque palm-sized communicators and houses that are voice controlled
have become commonplace all over the world. But perhaps the greatest
advancement of the last 20 years has been the rapid development of social
media platforms. Careers are made and shattered on sites that were places to
share what was on your mind. But it remains that social media, like all
technology, is a tool. It holds no moral value by itself inherently. Instead it is our
actions with this tool that define how we view it. Maybe the problem isn’t that
social media is destroying the world. Maybe the problem is that it has given us a
reason to stop thinking about somebody besides ourselves.
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Lindzi Campbell-Rorvick
First Responder Stress and Coping
Please note: This piece contains references to suicide. If you are concerned
about yourself or someone else, text the Crisis Text Line at 741741 or call the
Lifeline at 1-800-273-TALK (8255). These services are free, confidential, and
available in the USA 24/7.
I’m blissfully asleep when I hear a voice, then a series of beeps. Did they
say 5-4-7-2...or was that 5-4-2-7? The voice gets louder and the overhead lights
come on; time for me to get up. Before my brain has a chance to register what’s
happening, I’m already pulling my pants on and slipping into my boots. As I open
the door to my room in my dazed state, I try not to run into anyone while
attempting to walk and dress at the same time.
We enter the garage bay, and I say out loud, “Was that 5427 or 5472?”
Caleb looks at me and shrugs his shoulders; he’s barely awake himself. I pull
myself up into the truck and shut the door. I look at the iPad to confirm the
address. I put my headset on, push the button, and say, “Engine 3 is responding
to 5427 Regal Street.” Dispatch responds back,
“Copy that at zero-two-three-four-hundred hours.”
It’s 2:34 am in the morning, and my crew is responding to a 9-1-1 call for
an unknown person down with an unknown breathing status. I struggle to read
the 9-1-1 details on the iPad as it jumps in and out of focus. I think to myself,
“I really should start wearing my glasses more.” As we drive down the bumpy
city street, I notice our reflection—our red lights dancing on the windows of the
houses as they go by in a blur. My mind wanders. I notice a house with a light on
and wonder what they might be doing up at this time of night. The siren is
blaring, clearing us a path down the road. Our fire engine makes so much noise
that sometimes I feel bad for the people trying to sleep all tucked into their
warm beds. Tonight is not one of those nights; someone called for help and they
are frantically awaiting our arrival.
Changing Times
When I began my career as a firefighter in 1997, my department
responded to 1,600 calls; in 2020, my department will respond to approximately
4,000 calls. This is a 250% call increase in just over a 20-year period. Despite
adding multiple services to our community, our firefighting staff numbers are
lower than ever. We have 32 firefighters who cover 3 shifts, 24 hours at a time,
for 365 days a year. Within the last 40 years, firefighter responsibilities have
increased exponentially. In the mid- to late-1970s, firefighters who once only
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fought fires were asked to do more, like train and respond to various types of
technical emergency situations. Today’s firefighters respond to fires (wildland
and building fires), car accidents (passenger cars to semi-trucks), train derailments, airplane crashes, and hazardous material (chemical) spills. Firefighters
have added technical rope rescue expertise to our resumes. We respond to rope
rescue emergencies on the ice and in steep-grade mountain environments, and
work within industrial settings, from coal docks to processing plants. These
multifaceted and technical emergency responses require highly skilled
firefighters who utilize specific tools, training, and equipment to get the
job done.
Emergency medical call response has changed the most over the last 30
years. Firefighters who previously provided limited medical care in the field now
provide acute medical care to patients in a pre-hospital setting. Just this year we
transitioned again to make adjustments to our medical response for infectious
disease as a global pandemic unfolded. In less than the course of a career,
firefighting roles and responsibilities have grown to meet community needs.
Naturally, as firefighter roles have increased, so has the frequency of our exposure to trauma and death. Although these role changes provide higher-level and
faster care for civilians, it also takes a significant physical and mental health toll
on
firefighters. According to Schafer (2020), while approximately 70% of the global
civilian population reports the experience of one traumatic event in their lifetime, this statistic increases to 84% for individuals working in high-risk occupations like
firefighting. During my career I have personally been on hundreds of
traumatic calls.

cut people out of mangled cars while they sit next to their dead loved ones.
painstakingly cut people out of mangled cars while they sit next to their dead
loved ones. I have looked people in the eye and told them it’s going to be okay
when I knew it wasn’t. I have hugged and cried with and for complete strangers.
Day-to-Day
It would be difficult to find another occupation whose varied work
schedule and living situation is more unique. Firefighters often spend 24 to 48
hours at a time with each other. We train side-by-side for hours so that our
equipment and our team are ready to respond to any emergency. Our crews
eat meals, play board games, tease each other, and watch movies together. If
a firefighter picks a bad movie, we won’t let them forget it! We spend multiple
holidays a year with our fire family when away from our home families. We miss
birthdays, weddings, and other important life events. This can be stressful for
both firefighters and their families. We have different political beliefs, religious
preferences, and levels of cleanliness. As it turns out, living with a bunch of
random people a third of your life has some challenges. Despite our differences
and similarities, we learn to work efficiently as a team. Firefighters face life and
death situations where civilians’ and firefighters’ survival are often dependent on
our team’s ability to work quickly and cohesively as a unit (Bastug et al., 2019).
There’s really no other
occupation that is quite as dynamic and constantly changing as firefighting.

Emergencies
A 9-1-1 call brings strangers together on some random day and time for
an emergency. In the firefighter business, we have a saying: “Your worst day is
our every day.” I know this because I have been a Firefighter/Emergency
Medical Technician (EMT) for 23 years. Over the course of my career, I have been
to fires where several family members have died, including children. I have
delivered babies in cars. I have performed Cardiac Pulmonary Resuscitation
(CPR) on patients while their families watched and wept. I have administered
Narcan to patients who have overdosed on heroin in front of their children. I
have seen the aftermath of people murdered by their own family members. I
have asked my patients if they were trying to kill themselves; sometimes they
answer honestly, but often they do not. I have had to cut people down while
their family members watched in disbelief after they successfully hanged themselves. I have attempted life-saving efforts on patients who have shot themselves, while trying not to kneel in brain matter and blood. I have painstakingly

Firefighter Culture
Firefighting is a masculine and male-dominated occupation. As the first
woman hired in our department, I felt the tug to conform to expectations. On
top of that, I carried the extra burden of being a new firefighter. In 2020, the
percentage of female firefighters worldwide is still only 4%. I am thankful for
my brother firefighters; they taught me a lot about being a good firefighter and
an EMT. However, I learned quickly that showing emotion and talking about my
feelings was not acceptable in firefighting culture. Firefighters are supposed to
be tough and resilient; admitting to fear or sadness equals weakness.
Firefighter culture taught me to cope by compartmentalizing my feelings, and
over the years, it slowly robbed me of my happiness.
This mentality, regardless of gender, does not appear to be serving
anyone well in the long-term. Recent findings suggest that first responders
suffer higher rates of mental health issues, including depression, post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD), and substance abuse (Schafer et al., 2020). At the age
of 35, I was diagnosed with PTSD after working as a firefighter for 16 years. My
diagnosis was both a blessing and a curse. I could no longer pretend that I was
invincible, and I knew I needed help from a professional. Through therapy, I
learned how to cope, and more importantly, how to unlearn dysfunctional
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thinking patterns that caused me distress. According to Bastug (2019), 40% of
Turkish firefighters meet the clinical threshold for a PTSD diagnosis. Firefighters
without strong support and solid coping skills flounder in survival mode,
adversely affecting their mental and physical health (Schafer et. al., 2020). I knew
that firefighting would be hard, but I never thought that it could so pervasively
affect my mental health.
My brain plays tricks on me; I remember the bad calls more than the
good and I suspect that I’m not the only one. I have been the witness to more
despair and death than I thought was ever possible, probably more than one
should in a career. Firefighting can feel like the best job in the world, but it
makes you also wonder how you are going to keep it up for 20 more years.
Firefighting is rewarding on the good days and a mental health balancing act
on the bad days. The behavioral and emotional fallout of being a part of, and
witness to, traumatic situations can be damaging to first responders’ well-being
(Bastug et al., 2019). The accumulation of responding to thousands of other
people’s worst days takes a toll on firefighters’ mental and behavioral health.
Primary and secondary traumatization is an on-going issue for first responders.
Firefighter Suicide & Coping
Firefighter Behavioral Health Alliance (FBHA) is the only known
organization that collects and validates firefighter suicides. Suicide is now more
prevalent and dangerous to firefighters than actual firefighting. During the years
of 2013-2018, firefighter suicides exceeded line-of-duty deaths (firefighters who
died while performing high-risk duties on the job). FBHA approximates that only
about 40% of firefighter suicides are reported. In 2018, our department lost a
firefighter to suicide; it was one of the most difficult experiences of my life. Erik
and I went to the fire academy and worked most of our careers together. I still
miss his crooked smile and witty jokes. Firefighters who lose their life to suicide
leave behind loving families. I text Erik’s mom once in a while just to check in on
her. After Erik’s death, everyone in the department naturally asked themselves if
there was something that they could have done to prevent his death. After some
honest conversations with ourselves and each other, we decided that we needed
to do better. Current studies find that developing and promoting mental health
support systems is key to fostering resilience in first responder
populations (Schafer et al., 2020).
Even before Erik’s death, I had started to share my personal struggles as
a firefighter in hopes to normalize stress reactions, encourage coping, and
support self-care. After his death, I was on a mission. As a captain (crew boss), I
talk with firefighters about mental health whenever I get a chance. Often, I use
an about a glass of water; firefighters love analogies. I say, “As firefighters, we
carry a glass of water with us, and over the course of our career that glass fills
up from stressful experiences. If we don’t take time to pour the water out once
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in a while, that glass becomes too full and difficult to manage. Eventually, that
glass spills all over and makes a mess if you aren’t careful.” I tell them that we
need to manage our glass of water not just for ourselves but for our families and
peers. After some time and many, many conversations, my brothers and sisters
started opening up and sharing with me. More firefighters came forward with
their mental health struggles and culture started to shift. That was a start!
A Bright Future
Reducing firefighter stress, trauma, and suicide needs to start with
education and training. Roughly 80% of our fire department budget is for payroll, which means that we have limited funds left over for everything else. If
we want money for training on mental and behavioral health, we need to get
creative for it to happen. Several of us have written and received mental and
behavioral health grants through our community partners. We learned quickly
that community
support is available; we just need to ask for it. We have been able to normalize
coping strategies and stress reactions through engaging our firefighters and
increasing awareness on mental health. In the time since Erik’s death, we have
created an internal peer support team and launched an application to make
peer support more accessible by phone. Over the last two years, our firefighters
have had the opportunity to discuss difficult calls without judgment. Our firefighters have normalized attending critical incident stress debriefings (one-time
group therapy) to normalize stress reactions and process traumatic calls with
their peers (Everly et al., 2000). They have taken mental health sick days (selfcare) and have openly shared worries with their peers. This change has only
happened because we foster a safe and supportive environment for each other.
Cultural change takes time, and what an exciting time it is!
Conclusion
I still look forward to going to work almost every shift; it is not all bad.
Firefighters have the privilege to help people through their worst days, and it
would be impossible to count all of the people that our firefighters have helped.
Firefighters understand that they provide a service that is necessary and are
happy to respond accordingly when they are called to action. Firefighters are
some of the most selfless and giving people you will ever meet. Acknowledging
that firefighting is stressful does not diminish all of the good work that we do.
We are resilient, but we are not invincible. When you call 9-1-1, you should
expect your firefighters to be physically and mentally fit when they show up to
help. Cultural expectations within the fire service have shifted, and the next
generation of young firefighters expect support and services throughout their
career (Bernabe, 2016). When young firefighters start on the job, they have an
assumption that we have created a safety net to catch them when they fall.
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Over the course of the last couple years, that net has continued to get bigger
and bigger by the day.
Our younger firefighters have shown a vulnerability and an openness
that makes me hopeful for a healthier generation of firefighters. Our fire
department’s mission has always been to take great care of strangers, but
historically we fell short in taking care of each other. Brave firefighters who
role-modeled vulnerability have worked hard to expand our mission to include
taking care of each other. I am confident that the next generation of firefighters
will gladly take the reins when we leave. No one should have to wait 16 years to
get support or end their life to be free of the pain. Firefighters do not have to
manage their mental health struggles alone. We are more than just a team; we
are a family. We became the change that we wanted to see, and I think that Erik
would be proud of us for it.
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Wendy Wagner-Forreider
My Lust for Lorraine
I could smell her all day. Her scent was complex yet soothing, a mix of
childhood memories and dreamy exotic blooms. You could tell that she was
well-traveled and appreciated. She had a sturdy confidence that couldn’t be
masked with frivolous wiles. I knew what I had experienced as a young woman
and what my mother and grandmother had tried to teach me, but they hadn’t
prepared me for this. Not for Lorraine.
I didn’t even know if I’d like her. I mean, I had tried some things like her
before, but they weren’t really for me. Lorraine seemed different. She had all of
the robustness of a man surrounded by the delicacies of a woman. And from
what I had heard, she would make you or break you. You would be able to tell
what you really wanted after you tried with her. I was told you’d either love her
or hate her. Turn her on or turn yourself off. I was young, ambitious, and I had
an appetite. I wanted to devour not just her but life in general. I wanted to know
what it was like to get her acceptance by showing her what I could do to her.
Was it love I was looking for, or approval?
I was sort of alone with her, finally. The front door of the shop was
locked and the “closed” sign had been officially hung for the day. Jason, my
co-worker, had left for his usual 4:20 break and I knew I had at least twenty
minutes to discover her on my own. She was sitting by the cracked window sill in
the kitchen, taking in the summer air and letting the sunlight strike her hints of
amber and blonde. She was lazy and lounging, almost feline-like, and just then a
breeze came through the window and hit me with her enticing bouquet again.
I couldn’t resist any longer and I nervously rocked towards her on the
balls of my feet. I didn’t feel particularly attractive after working all day, my
fingernail beds caked with flour, my hair disheveled and tousled from the humid
August heat. I snuck my head out of my apron as I peeled it off my body and
made my way towards her across the planked wood floor. I let my left hand glide
across the smooth, thick, maple block table as I passed by it on my way to the
window. That was where I wanted to taste her—on that table. I wanted to prop
her up there, right on top of that butcher block with her bottom lightly dusted in
the remnants of the flour and my hard work.
I got closer. I could see I was nervous, but she was steady. Why wouldn’t
she be? I wasn’t her first, but she was going to be mine. She still faced that open
window stoic and proud, like she knew I was behind her, aroused and piqued by
her mere presence.
I knew I couldn’t just grab her. That was too amateur for Lorraine. I took
in
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one last deep inhale of her delicious perfume wafting all around me and I felt my
fingertips gently cradling her. I couldn’t take her there by the window. No.
I held her in my hands and my gaze, and I moved her over to the table
like I had planned. I sat her down and took her in. She was gorgeous.
Intimidating. Simple. She appeared willing, but there was only one way to find
out.
I knew I had to taste her. It was driving me mad. I knew that would be
the only way I would know. But before I did, I felt her; I listened to her. I could
hear her approving yield when I entered her, but when I pulled away and
admired what I saw, then I knew I was hooked. Billows of velvet and plush
buttery walls. And that scent again! This time I caught the sweetness and the
saltiness in it, and I wanted nothing more than to experience both of those with
my own mouth. I let my lips close in on her and closed my eyes. My taste buds
tried to process it all, but the textures, the feelings, the explosions were
overwhelming my brain. And just as I wanted, I could feel the talc-like presence
of flour on my lips and her underside from where my hands had worked her.
A supple, sweet and savory custard caressed my mouth. It was offset
and framed with a buttery and perfectly toasted crust. Light, nutty notes of
alpine laced gruyere cheese. The subtle herbaceous pop of fresh thyme.
Bacon. Firm, crisp, smoky, and virile bacon. It was so much to take in. I couldn’t
open my eyes. I let this dance on my palate crescendo and then fall away into
my being before allowing the sensation of light to hit me. She had satisfied me,
and I her. This was it. This was my new conquest. Not only did I do her justice, I
made her. Created her.
The first thing I learned to cook: Quiche Lorraine.

on low speed and add ice water one tablespoon at a time until contents start
to bind and form into one large ball. Allow water to mix in for a few seconds
before adding the next tablespoon.

Pie Crust
2-inch-deep 10” fluted tart pan
2 cups all-purpose flour + 1 cup for rolling out dough and dusting tart ring
8 ounces (2 sticks) salted butter, cut into small chunks, must be COLD
¼ teaspoon kosher salt
½ teaspoon granulated sugar
6-8 tablespoons ice water
2 pounds dried uncooked beans
Cooking oil spray
Sheet of foil

Hold yolks in a large bowl and whisk well. Add cream, half and half, thyme,
pepper flakes, nutmeg, salt and pepper to a heavy-bottomed medium sauce pot.
Over medium-high heat, bring cream mixture to a boil and then reduce slightly.
Allow to simmer for 2 minutes. Do not keep on high heat, and watch out for
it boiling over. Remove from heat. While whisking egg yolks, slowly add hot
cream mixture, approximately 2 ounces at a time, until completely blended into
egg yolks. Set aside.

Preheat conventional oven to 425 degrees.
In a food processor, combine 2 cups of flour, cold butter chunks, salt and sugar.
Pulse contents on low speed until sand-like in consistency. Keep food processor
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Remove dough ball and transfer onto floured surface. Roll out dough into a large
circle approximately ¼” in thickness. Grease bottom and sides of tart pan with
cooking oil spray and then dust well with flour. Fold rolled-out dough into a half
or a quarter and transfer into greased and floured tart shell. Unfold dough and
gently press into bottom and sides of pan. Once molded well, trim excess dough
off of sides with a paring knife so it’s flush with the top of the fluting on the
sides. Cover dough with foil and gently press so that it is flush with the bottom
and sides. Fill the foil lining with the dried beans. Transfer onto a baking sheet
by holding on to the sides of the pan protecting the false/removable pan
bottom. Bake at 425 degrees for 30 minutes. Remove from oven and allow to
cool. Remove beans and foil lining (you can save and re-use the beans for
baking).
Savory Custard
8 egg yolks (no whites)
2 cups heavy whipping cream
2 cups half and half
¼ teaspoon chopped fresh thyme leaves
⅛ teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes
⅛ teaspoon ground nutmeg
¼ teaspoon kosher salt
⅛ teaspoon cracked black pepper

Quiche Lorraine Filling
1 pound crispy bacon lardons
1 medium yellow onion, small diced (¼ inch), caramelized in bacon fat
⅛ teaspoon salt
Pinch cracked black pepper
10 ounces shredded Gruyère cheese
2 ounces grated Parmesan cheese
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Cut bacon into ¼” x ¼” strips and cook in a large sauté or fry pan over medium
heat until crispy. Do not increase heat. This will take 20-30 minutes. Remove
from heat and transfer bacon into a strainer over a heat-friendly (glass) bowl to
strain the fat. Add strained fat back into fry pan and add diced onion and return
to medium-high heat. Stir frequently and continue to cook until caramel in color.
Do not increase heat. This will take 20-30 minutes (same as the bacon).

Assembling the Quiche
Preheat conventional oven to 350 degrees. Keep baked crust in the tart pan and
on the baking sheet (remember to remove beans and foil). Add a small handful
of shredded gruyere cheese to bottom of crust. Top gruyere with half of the
caramelized onions and spread evenly around crust. Add crispy bacon and
spread evenly, then top with remainder of onions and gruyere. Sprinkle grated
parmesan evenly around top of contents. Pour custard mix into shell slowly and
allow to sit for 1 minute.
Bake at 350 degrees for 50 minutes and allow to cool at room temperature for
one hour.
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Sarah Olsen
So Many Motionless Stars
It’s 2021. I’m nearly fifty years old, and after a year of being sequestered
in my house waiting out a global pandemic, I find myself two states away,
standing in the home of my earliest memories. I’m in mourning, and discovering
your life can flash before your eyes even when it’s someone else who dies.
It’s sometime in the ‘70s… I am in my grandparents’ house. I’m very
small, the arm of the couch still higher than my head. Sunlight is spilling in
through the windows of the living room, so it must be morning. The redwood
beams and the arched ceiling seem very far away. Silence stretches all the way
up to them. My grandmother is wordless, and moves in a mysterious way—I’m
so young, the memory contains no understanding of the motions. Her arms
extend. A big, bright rectangle waves. Dust motes hang suspended in the air,
glowing gold, so many motionless stars in an arm’s-length, daytime sky.
It’s 2021, and this is the image I carry with me as I complete the last
leg of this familiar journey from my life in Michigan to “the Woodshed” that is
the family homestead. I step out of the Uber to see the house hasn’t changed:
siding the same redwood-aspiring maroon, wide sidewalk we call “the porch”
still bridging side door and front, the trees planted in my childhood still towering
overhead.
The porch was a layer of California pink and mint green brick pavers
when I was small. It would fill with toads and turtles in the rain. The neighborhood swamp is gone now and the toads with it. But there was a snapping turtle
in the yard this summer, so large my grandfather had to call animal control to
come and relocate it.
It’s 2017. My grandparents greet my kids and me in the front yard. The
trees, a constant of my life, ash and pine, hosted a hawk’s nest this year. Earlier
in the summer, my grandmother had to wear a hard hat in her suburban
driveway just to retrieve the mail lest she get “swooped” by an overprotective
parent’s predator claws. The baby hawks have flown away by the time we arrive,
though, and there’s no danger of us being swooped. No hard hats during this
visit. No talk of hawks, either, or toads, or airport observations or grandkid
exploits or neighbor news. No sooner are we in the door than the volume gets
turned back on to a strident voice extolling the virtues of the current
presidential administration.
It’s the ‘70s again. I’m in the yard with my grandfather. He’s pushing a
shovel into the ground, turning the tough, sparse grass into soft, brown soil. I
am warm, squinting against the sun, holding a sapling in my hands. Tiny tendrils
of root try to wrap around tiny fingers, spreading good dark dirt wherever they
touch. Little green needles tickle the insides of my arms and I purposely brush
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them against the underside of my chin for the same sensation. The day has
been spent turning scrub lawn into a nursery, but I am only involved now, at
the end, with the babies small enough for me to safeguard. My grandfather
says nothing, his remaining energy reserved for the shovel whispering into the
ground. All else is quiet save for the rattle of a train in the distance.
It’s 1982. I’m in the field above my grandparents’ street. The playground
is behind me, as is the baseball field where I ice-skate in the snow, and their
house across the gravel road. I can see it all from here on this hill, surrounded
by wildflowers and prairie grass gone to seed. At the edge of the neighborhood,
construction trucks are working where the swamp used to be: all the trees are
gone, and the water has been drained to a small, tame pond. Around that, the
skeletons of half-built houses spread from here to the train tracks in
the distance.
The trains then are freight trains. The box cars are dusty, not with the
grime of road travel, but with the dust of crops: pollen in the spring, the
particulate of harvest in the fall. Underneath, they are red and green and say
“Burlington Northern’’ on every one. Their loads are those same grains, or iron
from the iron range up north, heavy enough I can feel their passage as a thrum
under my feet. Back at the house, there won’t be a sound, but the windows will
vibrate like subwoofers.
In 2017, the rhythmic rushing of a train insistently breaches the window
I’ve snuck open as dawn breaks. A half-mile away, the sleek new commuter train
stops to gather people up and carry them downtown. I lay there after the train
has passed, watching the sky lighten, waiting for the sun to fill the room with a
golden glow so bright I can see the dust motes hanging in the air.
Before that can happen, the sound of a model plane roars at top
volume from the kitchen. My grandfather has started his day with YouTube
videos, the new ritual. He’ll watch them until my grandmother wakes up, when
he’ll switch to home movies of pilot friends flying short wing pipers and
homebuilt kit planes. After lunch, it will be baseball before the noon shift to
“news” vitriol.
It’s 1993. Rush Limbaugh’s voice resonates down the hall from the
built-in desk and mirror we call my grandmother’s vanity. In the middle of the
hallway, I’m surrounded by overlapping shadows of indirect light that escape
the rooms around me. My grandmother is in a spotlight from the fixture tucked
into the little alcove. She’s listening to the radio while she curls her hair and
applies her powder. I join her as she finishes putting on lipstick and pulling the
pick through her curls one more time. This is what’s required for a trip to Target
when you grew up in the war years, when photographs of your teenage self look
like a pin-up girl, a perfect combination of innocence and glamour. My
grandmother and I don’t speak. We’re content without words, letting the drone
of the radio replace the hush of sunlight as our background soundtrack.

It’s 2017. My grandparents are ensconced in the family room in their
matching recliners, each at a corner of the optimal television-viewing triangle.
The evening sun that used to shine into the room is blocked by closed curtains
lest it obscure their view of the screen. My kids and I sit in the other room, the
living room, under the redwood beams. Under a decade of dust, the woodwork
no longer gleams. We try to tune out, not just the voices booming from the
television, but the fact that my grandparents are in there with it, not out here
with us.
It’s 2021, and my grandmother has died. Two million people died of a
pandemic since I saw her last, but she died of lung cancer. I see her smoking a
cigarette out on the porch, see her lighting a candle on the table in the family
room, pulling a roast from the wall oven that’s been gone nearly forty years. I
see her everywhere I look. But I can’t hear the memory of her voice over the
television blasting so loudly that there’s no place in the house to escape the
hosts holding forth on the evils of, well, me.
It’s 2010. I’ve brought my two young children to visit, so they’ll know
their Minnesota family despite being Michiganders. Great Grandma makes them
jelly toast before they have swim lessons at the nearby pool. Great Grandpa
takes them to the park and picks up litter while they play, so pleased when they
stop to help him. After supper, my grandmother sits on the porch and watches
the kids toss a ball in the yard. I wash dishes while my grandfather dries and
puts them away. The western sun spills over us, sunset hours away. If, an hour
before, we argued over some story about politics or policy, it is forgotten in the
hushed murmur of running water.
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Short Fiction

Malita Villamayor
Color Theory
They say you shouldn’t start a story with someone waking up.
Isn’t that how all stories start, though? It’s not even a one-time thing—that’s how
they all start every day. We wake up. Life happens. We go to sleep. The cycle
repeats, but life is always changing. Every day we wake up, we wake up to
something new.
And yet, waking up in a story is boring.
Well, I think that sentiment is messed up. So, that’s how my story’s going
to start.
I wake up for the first time at 6 a.m. I say first because I don’t usually stay
awake.
When I first open my eyes, the world is a collection of lines and
shadows. Outside my window, the sky is black. Inside my room, everything is
grey. The only color I see comes from the pale beige of my fingers as they get
close enough to my phone to turn off the alarm. I figure I can regret it later.
I wake up again; my clock now reads 8:00 a.m. For the third time that
day, I ask myself why I keep doing this to myself… before I eventually crawl out of
my blankets and shove them aside to get dressed.
I almost expect everything to be grey again. The old paint on my walls
certainly hasn’t gotten any brighter. The wrinkled bedsheets probably need to go
in the laundry. The drawers area a dull brown, the shelves are a dull brown, the
carpet is a dull brown—why so much brown?! And yet—
The sun.
Maybe this was stupid, but my immediate reaction was to stand in the
middle of it.
It was warm. Soft. Like the yellow rays that hit my window. There was
something inviting about it, too. It was whimsical, yet understanding.
Otherworldly, yet grounding. Like the rainbow refracting through my window
and onto my shoulders. A reassurance.
Stepping back, I look towards where the rays are going. They land on the
lower side of my wooden door. I know they’ll be gone soon, but I’ll appreciate
the cheerful, maple brown on my door while I have it.
After getting dressed, I head downstairs to eat. The dining room is
small—more browns, wouldn’t you know—but it’s not all bad. Taking up basically
the entire room is a rectangular table. The edges of said table are wooden, but
the inner section is granite. It looks alright by itself, but in the sun, it literally
sparkles. Even the black specks seem happier in the morning. They dance with
the pinks and the whites and even the beige specks that are sprinkled across the
granite slabs of the table. I keep telling myself I’ll learn how to dance someday,

Photograph by Pat Thomas
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but I haven’t quite worked up the energy or time to look into it yet.
After I’m finished, I head off to school and attend various classes. I did
pay for them, after all. Plus, it’s better than being stuck looking at grey-blue
walls.
Outside, the world feels so much… more. The sun is shining, the sky is
blue, and the wind is quiet. The trees are a fresh, ready green that makes some
of my fatigue disappear. I count six chirpy birds, four skittery squirrels, and three
happy rabbits as I walk from one side of campus to the other.
Pushing past the doors of the tallest building, I jog up to the third floor.
One of the professors showed me a small room hidden in the maze of hallways
last year, and that’s exactly where I went.
Two bookshelves along the wall are filled with tomes of green and blue.
Tables hugging other edges of the room are filled with pink and purple candies,
orange and yellow snacks, and a clean, black Keurig for free hot chocolate. In a
whole semester, I’ll probably see other people here maybe once or twice. It’s the
perfect place to hide.
Most days, I’ll do some homework before tackling my last class and
heading home for the night. Once in a while, I’ll get a phone call. Nine times out
of ten, it’s the exact person I think it’ll be.
“Hello?”
It doesn’t matter if I’m expecting it, I’ll always answer with hello twice.
Once before anyone talks and once after.
“Hey! How are you?” On the other side is my best friend.
“Hi. Alive,” I say with a long sigh that lets her know I’m joking. “You?”
“Same. Calculus is killing me right now,” she responds with perfect irony.
“Oof… Have fun. I don’t envy you.”
“Yeah… I thought I’d get it this time, but I’m still getting confused! I mean,
the professor is basically using class time to…”
She’ll rant about classes and boys and instant meals while I mostly smile
and chuckle. I have no idea what this ‘socializing’ thing is that people talk about,
but I know I can get other people to keep talking by just acknowledging them.
Sometimes, people just need someone to rant to.
I don’t mind, though. To be honest, I look forward to these.
I can almost see the jet-black chicken scratch on the pristine white board
filled with the elvish script people call math. I can almost feel the fluffy cotton
of the maroon sweater she stole from her boyfriend. I can definitely taste the
daffodil-colored noodles of cheap ramen. Easily, that last one.
At the end of the day, I head home. Going up to my room, I bury myself
under thick blankets that no normal human would use before November. Then, I
try to sleep.
Before I can catch a break, it all hits me again. Even when the glow of the
stars I stuck around my room starts to fade, my room never grows completely

dark. It takes a moment, but my eyes eventually adjust so I can see it better.
For a moment, the room is grey. Outside my window, the sky is black.
Then, color.
In the darkness, the walls are a muted light-blue. There are some stains
where the paint is fading, but my father’s favorite shade of blue is there,
nonetheless. I’m reminded that the bedsheet I chose last was the striped
lime-green one I got for Christmas from my mother the previous year—it
matches my pillowcase to show off my own favorite color. On top of one of my
drawers is a large bag of Trollis my sister bought for me. The various blue
splatters of the bag are the first colors I notice, but I’d be lying if I didn’t say the
neon orange and greens of my favorite sugar-coated gummies are the more
important ones.
And, that’s it. That’s the end of this story.
Well, it’s the end until I wake up again. Then, I get to start a new one. Or,
maybe the better analogy would be starting a new chapter. With so many colors
that exist in the world, each one really should get its own chapter, don’t
you think?
All around my room are so many different shades and hues, but the time
I notice them best is in the morning, right after I wake up. I think it’s because life,
in that moment, isn’t a five-page to-do list that never seems to get finished.
In that moment, life is an experience. Sometimes it’s good, sometimes
it’s not—but it’s an experience all the same. And it all starts when you wake up.
On some days, waking up is precious because you get the chance to see
the best colors you’ll ever notice.
On others, it’s precious because you give yourself another chance to
find them.
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Alexandra Quick
Shipped
This hot liquid entering my lungs is soothing, and the outflow
exhilarating. Each breath feels like the first I’ve taken. A jerking happens from
time to time as my lower body shutters the fluid out, it can be jarring, but the
rhythm grounds me to my ship. I’ve become so close to this vessel I’m losing
memories of where I’ve been. Many details have escaped me. I do remember
the static and light, and I do know that it was vast.
Escorting my memories away is my sight; I cannot even open my eyes
anymore. Where I saw streams of heavenly bodies, light rays from galaxies
ablaze with energy, there is now darkness. It’s not a terrifying blackness—only a
disappointing change. My imagination clenches what it can of where I’ve been. In
this absence of light I feel the universe passing by, those nebulous star nurseries
hosting endless worlds of possibility.
Rhythm softly blends each day into the next. I doze and wake in
comfortably aligned cycles with my ship’s movement. I’ve begun to sense my
ship cabin shrinking towards me. I yearn to stretch my legs out past the edge of
where I float, but as I try, the resistance wears me down. I am not
uncomfortable, I’m only craving the expanse I had before.
...
I don’t remember why I was sent here, I do recall who sent me though. I
can still hear their voice at times, although it’s muffled now. I no longer
understand their words, but I know for certain they want me here. I am where
I’m meant to be. I have listened intently, and determined we no longer speak the
same language. I will settle into uncertainty.
...
The walls are definitely caving in, slow but steadily. I sense it’s meant
to go like this, so I’m not panicking, but of course there’s a limit to the space I
lose. It’s gotten harder to think while growing harder to move. As I’m blind to my
location, I don’t know how much farther I have to go. The comforting rush of hot
liquid breaths are still sustaining me at least.
...
I sense my arrival is imminent; the energy around my ship has changed.
The intensity bleeds into me as an unnerving grasp of my body by my ship
alarms me. The shrinking space I’ve known as home appears to turn on me as
waves of tightening forces torment my body. It can’t be meant to go like this. I’m
nearly unable to move at all, a shift, small kick, that’s all I manage. I cannot resist
or give in, it’s a turmoil of force I’ve never faced.
A sudden assertive quake takes place.
I’ve arrived.
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A series of quakes—it’s more extreme here than I expected.
The shudders make it hard to stay, but I can’t get out the door. There is
so much intensity! Forcing towards the exit—it’s a hellish squeeze to escape! I
hadn’t considered how hard it might be to leave!
I’m nearly out,
		
a painful embrace,
			
another shudder,
				then sudden release. . .
This world is frigid, but there is light again. My eyes have opened! There
is such commotion I let out a sharp and burning wail.
Then, that muffled language is loud and clear. The alien voice calls out—
“It’s a boy!”
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Jennica Dotson
The Cider Mill Playhouse
Gravel crunched beneath Emerson’s sneakers as he approached the
rustic, two-story structure menacing the landscape. An autumn chill rustled the
half-naked trees lining both sides of the driveway and snaked inside the baggy
sleeves of his gray knit sweater, his hands protected by a pair of burgundy
leather gloves. The wind brought with it the smell of apples from a nearby
orchard. Emerson’s nose wrinkled. A leaf fluttered across the weed-infested
path, caught the toe of his shoe, hesitated, flew on.
The driveway opened into a gravel lot—empty, as it had been for the
past seven years, since he turned eighteen.
He raised his eyes.
Fifteen yards ahead was a building in disrepair. Triangular façade of
faded red wood made gray by the elements, the passage of time. A skeleton,
tilted, sagging under its own weight. Pale lettering above the entrance that read
“Cider Mill Playhouse.”
The wind brushed cold fingers over Emerson’s neck.
He tensed.
“What are ya feeling tonight? I can pick something up on the way home,
or just throw something together from the fridge.”
Emerson relaxed again. The palm on his back was gentle, not rough, and
the voice wasn’t hoarse, but smooth and sweet. It was Alex. Emerson breathed
in the sound of his voice like the comforting aroma of honey in his morning tea.
He smiled up at his boyfriend. “Whatever you like. I’ll be out late.”
“Oh, okay.” The warm hand between his shoulder blades slipped away.
Alex circled around the couch and sat next to Emerson’s feet, where they were
curled up beneath a maroon blanket. “I must’ve forgotten. Where are you—”
He fell silent. Then, “Shit. It’s the fifteenth. I’m sorry.”
Emerson stared down at the sketch in his notebook. A new design he
was working on, an office building.
“Tomorrow, why don’t we do Italian?” he said, tracing a line down his
ruler. “I’m craving a decent breadstick.”
“Uh, sure. Listen, Em… This year, why don’t you visit her grave instead?”
“And we could watch that movie you’ve been wanting to see. Something
about a group of immortal warriors? Sounded interesting.”
“Come on, don’t…” Alex sighed. “Talk to me.”
Graphite scratched against paper, the house otherwise silent but for the
tick tock tick of an ornate, mahogany grandfather clock.
“I know… I know your mom died there, but that theater is… It’s not good
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for you. I could go with you to the cemetery, if you want. We could bring flowers.
Have a picnic.”
Emerson hummed thoughtfully. “Let’s go for a hike this weekend.” He
flipped the pencil around and brushed away a few straggling lines. “The
weather’s supposed to be perfect, and you know how I love to see you work up a
sweat.”
“Jesus, will you stop that? Please?”
Alex’s honeyed voice had grown sour—only honey didn’t spoil, so perhaps Emerson had been mistaken.
“I don’t know why you bought that theater in the first place, much less
why you’ve held onto it all these years. You could sell it, refurbish it, turn it into a
school—God, anything. Letting it sit there all grody and rundown, just so you can
go there once a year, all by yourself, it’s not healthy. I get that you miss her, but
there are—”
“Or if the weather’s bad,” Emerson said, “we can stay in, and I can read
you more poems from Crush.”
“Fine. Great.” Alex stood abruptly, grabbing the satchel he’d placed at
the foot of the couch. His shin smashed into the edge of the coffee table and he
cursed. “I’ll just go, then.”
Heavy steps thumped across the floor, away from Emerson. Eyes trained
on his lap, he checked a measurement and lengthened a line. The front door
clicked open, hinges squeaking. He fixed the angle of a window. There was a
loud slam and the doorframe rattled in its wake.
The warped wood made it difficult to shut the backstage door securely
behind him, but Emerson shoved it closed as far as he could.
Darkness fell over him like a blanket. He turned around.
It was quiet. Age and rot filled his nostrils, underlaid with the scent of
apples and alcohol. Even after seven years of disuse, these smells permeated
the stale air of the abandoned theater.
To his left, a staircase led down to the basement, where the green room
and dressing rooms were once located. At the bottom, though he couldn’t see it
in the pitch black, was a circle of wood darker than the rest, stained with blood
that had proven impossible to wash out.
Emerson was alone here, just as he was sure to be alone at home now
too. That was all right. People weren’t meant to linger like smells and stains.
They were the wind: transient, free, powerful gales that shook the rafters.
It was better that Alex leave before he was stained by Emerson’s touch.
He closed his eyes. The theater’s symphony of creaks and groans
transformed into an orchestra, screeching violins and hair-raising bass, trumpets
blasting like cannonballs through the mortar of his mind. Drums beat a grim
tattoo. Past damp, rotted walls, he followed their summons down a narrow
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corridor, making his way by memory alone.
The passageway led from the backstage door to the stage right wings.
He nudged past a dusty, moth-ravaged velvet curtain and walked onto the
proscenium, his steps light.

BANG. BANG.
Emerson froze as a loud noise echoed in the theater. He blinked rapidly,
stared out over the empty chairs, waited.
BANG. BANG. BANG.
Another set of knocks. This time he could tell they came from the front
entrance, not the backstage door he favored.

Heart pounding, he took the stage right stairs down from the apron and
made his way along the side aisle. The journey wasn’t long. Converted from an
old mill, the Cider Mill Playhouse was small and intimate, seating only a
hundred. He hesitated at the door, then swung it open.
A blast of wind hit him and his breath caught in his chest.
Alex gave a lopsided smile, the very one that, four years earlier, had
snagged Emerson’s heart like a fish on a hook. Except now there was a flicker
of nervousness in Alex’s gaze. Even this Emerson loved, the way Alex’s thoughts
were on full view for any who cared to see. A complete honesty of self, a lack
of artifice and pretense the likes of which Emerson had never known. His heart
ached.
“Why are you here?” he asked.
“Can I, um…come in?” Alex held up a wicker basket. “I figured you
wouldn’t have eaten anything, and you didn’t exactly veto my picnic idea, so I
thought, you know, I could just bring it to you here. I’ve got strawberries and
sandwiches, that wafer-y dessert thing you like, a few candles.”
Taken aback, Emerson could think of nothing to say but “It’s dark.”
Alex’s smile widened into a grin, as though Emerson had made a joke. He
leaned sideways and peered around Emerson’s immobile figure. “Guess that’s
what happens when you don’t pay the electricity bill for seven years. How come
you didn’t bring a flashlight or something? Can’t be safe in there.”
“I know my way around.”
“Well, I trust you,” said Alex. He held out his free hand.
Emerson looked down then up again, his brow creased. “I thought… I
thought you were done with me.”
Alex lurched back, eyes wide. “Of course I’m not ‘done with’ you. It was
just one fight. I…I’m just worried about you, Em. So, maybe I don’t understand
what this means to you, but…I want to. If this is where you need to be, then it’s
where I need to be too.”
Overhead, a cloud blew past. Sunlight streamed down on the theater,
throwing Alex’s earnest expression into bright relief. A drumbeat echoed in
Emerson’s chest. Its volume and tempo increased as he uncurled his arms and
reached out, taking Alex’s hand in his, burgundy gloves against brown skin.
Alex smiled.
About to turn back inside, Emerson paused. He nodded towards a large
rock a few feet away. “We can prop the door open with that.”
Alex released his hand only long enough to do so, then Emerson led him
into the theater.
Gusts of wind followed them inside, blowing through the stillness.
Emerson inhaled air that smelled not of dust and dark but autumn leaves, damp
soil, and sunlight. He led Alex through the auditorium, the open door providing
light enough that Alex didn’t much need his direction,
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A spotlight blazed down on him. Emerson inhaled the hush of the
audience, quiet, never silent, the rustle of handkerchiefs and handbags, a
hesitant cough, all here to see him, to witness.
The orchestra came alive, drowning out all other sound. Emerson leapt
into motion.
At only twelve years old, he’d shot to stardom for his uncommon grace
and beauty. He’d been performing for as long as he could remember, and in the
past year his celebrity had grown to such heights that people drove from hours
away just to see him dance. Dancing came as naturally to Emerson as breathing,
much like his cherubic countenance.
He would have given anything to be spared those gifts.
“My beautiful boy. The best thing I ever made,” his mother would say,
her bejeweled fingers clunking against his skull. That’s what he was—not a boy,
but a thing. An ornament.
“He’s a star, Mrs. Gardner,” his manager would reply, his fingers finding
the space between Emerson’s shoulder blades. “Our little darling of the stage.”
A hundred pairs of eyes were on him when he danced, yet Emerson felt
only one. From the stage left wings, an intent, beady stare. A hoarse smoker’s
voice, the stench of alcohol. Large rough hands.
His manager was the first to discover Emerson’s talents, in an amateur
youth dance competition. He was the one responsible for getting Emerson on a
professional stage and money in his mother’s bank account—eventually
Emerson’s bank account, after he aged out of foster care and received his
sizable inheritance, all of his earnings that his mother failed to spend before she
died. Not for lack of trying. But Emerson didn’t know that part yet. He only knew
that even the brightest house lights couldn’t reach all the hidden, dark corners
of a theater.
The spotlights warmed his skin as he executed crisp turns and graceful
jumps. If only they were hot enough to burn away his skin that felt so dirty.
The music swelled, orchestra booming towards the climax.

but he held on nonetheless.
They climbed up the steps to the apron. Center stage, Alex set down the
picnic basket and looked out over the house: the worn red velvet seats, the
ornamented balcony, then up to the sloped roof.
“I can tell it used to be beautiful,” he said. “Under all the, you know,
cobwebs and stuff.”
“Nothing in this place was ever beautiful.”
Alex turned to him. “You were. You are.”
Emerson slipped his hand free and walked a few paces away, his back
to Alex.
“Em… That man, what he did to you, it wasn’t your fault.”
The ghosts of thick, callused fingers danced over Emerson’s flesh and he
shivered. But even after his tremors subsided, he couldn’t turn to face Alex. “I
know that.”
“So why…?”
Alex circled around in front of him, ducked his head down until Emerson
had no choice but to look up and meet his gaze.
“Because,” Emerson said. Outside, the wind howled, battering the
theater’s defenses. Fear pulsed through him like a heartbeat. “You don’t
understand.”
“I want to.”
Fingers clenched, Emerson closed his eyes and breathed in. Then out.
In. Out.
He released his fist and reached out his hand.
Alex took it. Turning, Emerson walked into the stage right wings, where
the light did not reach. Here, all was shrouded in darkness. Despite Emerson’s
careful leading, Alex managed to trip over a rope, stub his toe on a box, and
run into a wall. Emerson couldn’t help smiling at each quiet curse, followed by
a reassuring, “I’m okay! I’m okay!” Only to cycle back into another curse as Alex
collided with some new obstacle.
Before he could injure himself too badly, they came to the backstage
door, and the stairs that led into the basement. Emerson stopped at the top of
the steps.
He no longer felt joy or fear, not even guilt. He felt nothing. Inside was
a wasteland, his chest hollowed out by the relentless scorching winds that even
now whistled beyond the theater’s protective cage, rattling the back door in its
ill-fitting frame.
After a moment, Alex spoke into the silence.
“Is this where your mom fell?”
Emerson shook his head. “She didn’t fall. I pushed her.”
There was a sharp intake of breath beside him. He pretended not to
hear it, determinedly staring straight ahead.

“She knew what he did to me,” he said, pulse racing. No longer did he
see the blood-stained floor. Instead, an image of his mother filled his vision, her
back turning on him as she feigned deafness to his confession, his plea for help.
“But she loved the money and the fame more than… So I pushed her. You see?
Everything in this place rots. You should go before—”
With a bang, the backstage door flew open, a chill wind shrieking
through. The door slammed into him. Stumbling, his foot slipped from the
landing down to the top step and it splintered under his weight. His heart
hammered against his ribs with the certainty of his own demise as his head and
shoulders tipped forward. A grim humor took him over, side by side with the
terror, that this should be the way it ended.
A strong grip latched onto his upper arm and his momentum halted,
though he still felt the downward tug of gravity.
“I’ve got you,” Alex said through gritted teeth, the strain on his face
illuminated by a patch of sun through the open, swinging door.
With a great heave, he pulled Emerson up over the lip of the landing.
Emerson crashed into his chest. Alex’s arms wrapped around Emerson and held
him close, shielding him from the wind.
“I’ve got you,” Alex repeated. “You’re okay.” He tucked his head against
Emerson’s. “We’re okay. I’m not going anywhere.”
Body trembling like a leaf, Emerson held it together for a few more
seconds. Then he collapsed with a sob and folded into Alex’s embrace.
He clung tightly to his boyfriend, weeping. When he’d cried himself out,
he let Alex go and glanced aside, embarrassed; but he felt lighter than he had in
years, almost weightless. Like the wind might pick him up and sweep him away.
With one arm still around Emerson, Alex surveyed the now dimly lit
backstage. Crates, ropes, curtains, toppled chairs, all crusted in layers of dust
and decay.
“You know, it’s not so bad in here,” he said. “I bet with some fresh coats
of paint and a little love, we could spruce it right up. Whaddaya think?”
Emerson hummed. “No. I know what it needs.”
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Plumes of smoke curled into the sky as Emerson and Alex watched, their
bare hands interlocked, Emerson’s gloves shoved into a pocket. They stood a
safe distance away, but not so far that they weren’t warmed by the blaze that
consumed the theater. At their feet lay a picnic basket, now several candles
lighter.
Tongues of red and orange flame devoured the old building, eating
through rafters and support beams. Wood crackled, sparks tossed in the breeze.
With a great crash, a section of the roof caved in, surrendering to the inferno. All
Emerson could smell was the cleansing smoke of a bonfire.
He took a deep breath.
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- Malita Villamayor, Color Theory
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There was something inviting about it, too. It was whimsical, yet
understanding. Otherworldly, yet grounding. Like the rainbow
refracting through my window and onto my shoulders. A reassurance.
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